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ECOSY PELLET

The Altech Ecosy pellet stove is a sleek, freestanding pellet

stove featuring beautiful, rounded shapes. This pellet stove

is unique, as it does not require any power. This is because

the Ecosy features a pellet burner equipped with a primary

and secondary aeration system. This aeration system

causes the gas from the pellets to be burnt at the top of the

unit, resulting in wonderful flames. The aeration system is

completely natural, and this pellet stove does not have any

fans. As a result, the Altech Ecosy pellet stove does not

require power, is incredibly quiet and is not susceptible to

malfunctions.

Aansluiting Pijp / Raccordement conduit: Bovenkant

Breedte / Largeur: 61

Diepte / Profondeur: 42

Gewicht / Poids: 260

Hoogte / Hauteur: 99

Pijp Diameter / Diamètre conduit: 150

Rendement : 94,1

Vermogen / Puissance: 2-10

Warmte afgifte / Volume chauffé: 45-210
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PRODUCT BESCHRIJVING

Enjoy the flames to the fullest

In addition to the delightful, intense heat produced by the Altech Ecosy pellet stove, this stove also allows you to enjoy the wonderful

flames to the fullest. The Ecosy pellet stove features a large window, which offers a great view of the fire.

The Altech Ecosy pellet stove is available in two colours: natural soapstone with anthracite cast iron and uniform black. Both the

soapstone and the cast iron of the uniform black version are spray painted black. The Ecosy is a front-loaded pellet stove and is

equipped with a 4 kg pellet burner as standard.

Curious about the Altech Ecosy soapstone pellet stove?

Experience the delightful heat and take a look at this stove in the showroom of one of our dealers.


